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Each time that banks and other financial 
institutions deploy new security measures in 
response to cyber threats, fraudsters find new 
ways to attack. When banks implemented 
two-factor authentication (2FA) schemes in 
addition to existing security measures, 
cyber criminals devised a remote tool 
specifically to request information needed for 
processing Internet banking transactions.

Known as Remote Access Trojans (RATs), 
these pieces of malware are usually 
downloaded to a user’s computer or 

smartphone invisibly with a program that the 
user has requested. They also can be 
delivered in email attachments. 

RATs can run on Windows, Mac OS, Linux, 
and Android platforms - which makes them 
broadly useful from an attacker’s perspective. 

Trapping RATs to Prevent Online 
Banking Fraud
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How RATs 
Work?

$$$
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They monitor the victim’s 
browser, waiting for the user to 
access the target bank. 

When the victim accesses a 
targeted bank, the RAT client 
notifies the C&C about the new 
infection. The strings of malware 
used are encrypted using their 
own encryption method. 

Fraudsters target high volumes 
of users at the same time, so 
they create ways to manage 
multiple attacks. When the user logs in, the attack 

begins. 

Once fraudsters compromise the user’s 
system, they establish a command and 
control (C&C) connection through 
which they can control the system, 
gather data, exfiltrate data, and gain a 
foothold in the bank’s network for further 
lateral movement1.
1The ability of malware to scan other resources on the network to 
which it´s connected, as well as the collection of sensitive information 
contained in it.

On a compromised machine, RATs operate invisibly to the user:
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When a RAT becomes active, the 
fraudster can see the victim screen and 
do whatever the fraudster wants:

 

Some RATs can simulate a bank screen to 
appear as though the bank is installing a 
plug-in, and while it “downloads,” a 
fraudster is accessing the account. 

He can even ask the user for specific 
information “to confirm the transaction” 
that will help him to steal the account. 

This data might be a bank token, access 

card code, user’s date of birth, or account 
password. 

In RAT-in-the-Browser (RitB) attacks, the 
fraudster accesses the Internet banking 
site through a standard browser to submit 
fraudulent transactions. 

On a compromised 
machine, RATs 
operate invisibly 
to the user.

•  Bypass common identity proofing processes
•  Monitor the user’s behavior
•  Collect victim information, including credit 
     card and social security numbers
•  Steal and launch new files
•  Activate webcams and record video, as well 
    as take screenshots
•  Format drives, or download, delete, or alter 
     file systems
•  Distribute malware
•  Erase browser cookies
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RATs are highly successful means of 
carrying out online fraud because 
they are very difficult to detect. 

For banks, the most challenging 
part of protecting users and bank 
assets from RATs is the fact that 
attacks originate from their 
customers’ devices. 

Customers’ endpoint devices are 
beyond the reach of bank security 
infrastructure, and because the 
bank does not own or maintain 
these devices, it can’t secure them. 

Neither can the bank require its 
customers to install software agents 
on their devices. 

Needing a 
better 

Mousetrap 

RATS Look Legitimate

RAT attacks use common system-level remote access tools - the same tools that system 
administrators or help desks use to deliver technical support. That makes it easy for 
them to bypass traditional antivirus and anti-malware solutions.

In addition, they perform functions that legitimate applications perform, and they rarely 
consume enough system resources to create a suspicious drop in performance. They don’t 
show up in lists of running programs. 

In conclusion, RATs can look like legitimate functionality while they hide in plain sight.
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Traditional Solutions Can’t Detect RATs  

Many existing fraud detection solutions 
aren’t designed to detect RATs. 

To the bank’s device recognition systems, 
known user devices are trusted and verified 
through device fingerprinting and identity 
corroboration. 

But RAT and RitB attacks are carried out 
by fraudsters manipulating the user’s 
known, trusted device. And incoming 
connections from a trusted machine will not 
be flagged as malware by malware 
detection solutions for new and advanced 
cyberattacks.

Banks Need Real-time, Dynamic Protection 

Because fraudsters continuously change 
tactics and malware code, banks need a 
way to detect potential fraud in real time 
from multiple vectors and stop it before it 
can do damage. At the same time, they 
need protection that evolves to keep pace 
with the threat landscape as threats 
evolve.



Deep Learning to Prevent 
Fraud 
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According to Global Trends in Online Banking Fraud  in 
the cases they studied, the only cybersecurity capability that 
consistently demonstrated the ability to thwart RAT attacks 
was behavioral biometrics. With the ability to know their 
customers’ usage patterns, banks can significantly improve 
their fraud detection ability.

Prevents Customer Impersonation 

bugFraud dynamically profiles each user, using advanced neural learning algorithms to 
identify unique biometric characteristics. Because bugFraud learns users’ behavior 
patterns, it detects anomalies in mouse acceleration, identifies suspicious keyboard use, 
alerts anomalous user elliptic curves, and flags unusual user geolocation or devices that 
signal a possible RAT or account takeover (ATO) attempt.

bugFraud is a next-generation 
fraud prevention solution that 
identifies user’s behavioral and 
cognitive analytics to profile 
uniquely each human behind a 
device and checks the 
information a user visualizes to 
detect if it’s being manipulated 
to prevent online banking fraud 
through a RAT attack. 
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Enables Real-time Detection

Data is collected from the time the 
customer logs in and throughout the 
entire session to prevent online fraud at 
every stage. 

When bugFraud detects anomalous 
activity, it can take the appropriate 
action to protect users. Banks can see 
exactly how, when, and where fraud 
attempts are occurring and which 
customers are victimized. 

A comprehensive classification system 
eliminates false positives and avoids 
false negatives so that the bank’s 
security and IT teams are not 
continually reacting. 

Prevents Malware Content Injections 
in Users’ Navigation

Traditional blackbox approaches 
cannot keep pace with the 
ever-changing fraud landscape. 

For this reason, buguroo bugFraud 
includes a greybox-based detection 
engine that identifies attempts to 
download malware and manipulate 
content in the user’s browser - even 
when those attempts are not 
recognized by traditional security 
measures.
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Frictionless for Customers

Banks do not need to install or maintain agents or 
other software on users’ devices. For users, bugFraud 
is completely transparent, and they are protected 
regardless of the device they use for banking - PCs, 
laptops, tablets, or smartphones.

Banks now have a way to prevent RATs from 
perpetuating online banking fraud while 
increasing customer security and convenience. 
buguroo bugFraud helps banks fight back 
against fraudsters and stop RATs in their tracks.

Trap
the RATs
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More information

See a Demonstration
Learn more about buguroo bugFraud and request a demonstration.
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Visit www.buguroo.com, , or contact us at info@buguroo.com. 


